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Established in 2003, Storksak is the UK’s premier fashion baby brand. They
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produce two collections a year
of high quality stylish handbags cleverly
crafted
to suit the needs of parents. Celebrities such as Angelina Jolie, Jessica Alba,
Liv Tyler and Katie Holmes have all used Storksak bags. Brad Pitt and Matt
Damon have their ‘Jamie’ bag; now a classic in their premier collection.

The Elizabeth Quilted
comes in butter soft
leather in Black and
Fawn. Each line of
stitching is applied
individually by skilled
craftsmen, and it is
finished with brushed
gold or silver hardware.
It features two external
pockets (including a
mobile phone pocket)
and nine inner storage
pockets. It also includes
a built-in thermoinsulated bottle holder,
padded change mat
and wipe clean linings
throughout. It comes
with an adjustable
shoulder strap, and will
fit most laptops.

Material Leather
Size H28 W43 D11 (cm)

ELIZABETH QUILTED

Colour BLACK, FAWN
(Left to Right)

Our classic Elizabeth
bag is made of
beautiful textured
leather with a durable
finish. It is finished
with chunky brushed
gold or silver hardware
and contrast stitching.
It comes with an
adjustable shoulder
strap, and will fit most
laptops. It features
two external pockets
(including a mobile
phone pocket) and
nine inner storage
pockets. It also
includes a drawstring
thermo-insulated
bottle holder, padded
changing mat and
detachable inner sak,
with wipe clean linings
throughout.

THE WORLD’S FINEST PARENTING MAGA ZINE

DESIGN

AWARDS 2011
BEST CHANGING BAG

WINNER

Material Leather
Size H28 W43 D11 (cm)

ELIZABETH LEATHER

Colour TAN, NAVY, RED, BLACK, WALNUT, DOVE GREY (Left to Right)

Dannii Minogue
Soft Leather Tan

The Sofia comes in beautifully soft
Chocolate, Tan and Taupe leather and
water-resistant Black satin nylon. It is
finished with brushed gold or silver hardware
and comes with an additional adjustable,
removable strap. It boasts five outer pockets
and a multitude of inner pockets, thermoinsulated bottle holder, padded changing
mat and wipe clean linings throughout.

Material Leather, Satin Nylon & PU

SOFIA

Size H40 W28 D16 (cm)

Colour CHOCOLATE NEW, TAUPE, TAN, BLACK PEARL NEW
(Top to Bottom)

The Emily Leather
is made from soft
twisted leather giving
it a vinatge look. It is
finished with chunky
brushed gold or silver
hardware and contrast
stitching. An adjustable
shoulder strap allows it
to be worn at different
lengths on the body,
and it comes equipped
with a multitude of
pockets, including a
mobile phone pocket.
The Emily leather
comes with dual side
zip thermo-insulated
bottle pockets, padded
changing mat and
detachable inner sak.

EMILY LEATHER

Material Leather

Size H32 W40 D15 (cm)

Colour BLACK, CHOCOLATE, PURPLE, TAN, TAUPE (Left to Right)

Angelina Jolie
Emily Nylon Black

Splash News

The classic Emily bag comes with chunky gold
or brushed silver hardware, faux leather trim,
and features wipe clean linings throughout.
The bag’s adjustable shoulder strap allows
it to be worn at different lengths on the body,
and it comes equipped with a multitude of
pockets, including a mobile phone pocket.
The Emily comes with dual side zip thermoinsulated bottle pockets, padded changing mat
and detachable inner sak.

Material Nylon, Coated Canvas

EMILY NYLON

Size H32 W40 D15 (cm)

Colour BLACK, CHOCOLATE, PEWTER (Top to Bottom)

The Olivia is made
from lightweight yet
durable nylon satin
or chic tweed and is
finished with chunky
gold/silver hardware
and gold zippers.
It has an additional
adjustable shoulder
strap, seven external
pockets (including a
mobile pocket) and
multi inner storage
pockets. Its thermoinsulated bottle
holder will keep fluids
warm or cool for up
to 4 hours, and it
comes equipped with
a padded changing
mat, detachable inner
sak and wipe clean
linings throughout.

Material Nylon Satin
Size H31 W43 D13 (cm)

OLIVIA

Colour BLACK, MOSS, BERRY, GREY NEW, HERRINGBONE NEW (Left to Right)

The Jools is a lightweight bag perfect for quick
trips. Made from satin nylon and with chunky
gold signature rings and hardware, it features
two large outer pockets including a front zipper
pocket, thermo-insulated bottle pocket, padded
changing mat and detachable inner sak. It also
boasts an adjustable shoulder strap and wipe
clean linings throughout.

Material Nylon

JOOLS

Colour BLACK

Size H38 W36 D12 (cm)

The Gigi vanity style shoulder bag comes
in glimmer, chocolate and sand with silver
hardware and real leather trim. It is made from
durable, water-resistant nylon satin and features
a secure top zipped closure, adjustable shoulder
straps and triple compartments to separate
yours and your child’s items. As standard, the
Gigi also includes a thermo-insulated bottle
holder, padded changing mat and detachable
inner sak, with wipe clean linings throughout.
Material Canvas, Nylon Satin

GIGI

Size H29 W39 D16 (cm)

Colour GLIMMER, CHOCOLATE, SAND (Top to Bottom)

The Tania bag comes in cool Graphite and
Petrol Blue with silver hardware. Made from
water-resistant satin nylon and with wipe clean
linings throughout, it is spacious yet incredibly
lightweight. It comes with built in strollerstraps,
thermo-insulated bottle holder, padded
changing mat and detachable inner sak.

Material PU, Nylon		

TANIA

Size H38 W42 D21 (cm)

Colour PETROL BLUE, GRAPHITE (Top to Bottom)

Jessica Alba
Dori Black Patent

The Dori messenger bag comes with silver
hardware and adjustable shoulder strap. It
is made from a water-resistant crinkled faux
leather with real leather trim, and features two
large external pockets, multi inner storage
pockets and a mobile phone pocket. This bag
includes dual side zip thermo-insulated bottle
pockets to keeps fluids warm or cool for up
to 4 hours, a padded changing mat and a
detachable inner sak. It also features wipe clean
linings throughout.

Material PU, Leather		

DORI

Splash News

Colour BLACK, RED (Top to Bottom)

Size H31 W38 D13 (cm)

The Kate is stylish and ultramodern, available
in striking black, white or printed crinkled
PU with a real leather trim. The Kate is
finished with chunky silver rings. This multi
pocketed style features six outer pockets and
multi inner storage pockets, with a thermoinsulated bottle holder to keep fluids warm
or cool for up to 4 hours. It comes equipped
with a padded changing mat, adjustable and
detachable shoulder strap and wipe clean
linings throughout.
Material PU & Leather

KATE

Size H30 W44 D13 (cm)

Colour BLACK, WHITE, RETRO DOT RED (Top to Bottom)

The Jess is a satchel style shoulder bag
made from tough cotton canvas with a waterresistant finish. It is finished with chunky
antique hardware and faux patent leather trim.
It boasts two front pockets, a large back pocket
and seven inner pockets including a zipped
compartment for added security. The bag’s
adjustable shoulder strap allows it to be worn
at different lengths on the body, and it comes
equipped with a thermo-insulated bottle holder,
padded changing mat and detachable inner
sak, with wipe clean linings throughout.
Material Cotton Canvas, PVC

JESS

Size H36 W47 D15 (cm)

Colour NATURAL, RED, BLACK (Top to Bottom)

Available in two original prints with a durable
finish, and featuring silver hardware, the
Suzi shoulder bag comes with an adjustable
shoulder strap, five exterior pockets and
multi inner storage pockets. It includes dual
side zip thermo-insulated bottle pockets to
keeps fluids warm or cool for up to 4 hours, a
padded changing mat and a detachable inner
sak. It also features wipe clean linings and a
detachable key holder for added convenience.

Material PU, Leather		

SUZI

Size H31 W37 D15 (cm)

Colour RETRO DOT RED, RETRO DOT TAUPE (Top to Bottom)

As worn by Brad Pitt, Matt Damon and many
other stylish Dads, our classic ‘man bag’ is
also a favourite with many mums. The Jamie
was one of our first designs and still remains
in our collection today. Tried and tested, this
is a great bag for carrying all the items you
need for your baby, as well as being roomy
enough for a laptop, book and bottle of
water! Made from durable pebble embossed
cowhide leather, it comes with dual side zip
insulated bottle pockets, detachable key clip,
padded changing mat, mobile pocket as well
as multi internal organisational pockets. It
also features front and back external leather
pockets and comfortable wide cotton webbed
shoulder strap.

Material Leather
Size H35 W30 D9 (cm)

Colour BLACK, ESPRESSO (Top to Bottom)

JAMIE

Material CANVAS
Size H35 W30 D10 (cm)

Colour KHAKI

Fabric Leather
Size H30 W44 D13 (cm)

ALEX

The unisex Alex messenger
bag is made from a tough,
water resistant canvas. It
comes in Khaki with antique
gold hardware, faux leather trim
and adjustable shoulder strap.
It includes two large external
pockets and multi inner storage
pockets, with dual side zip
thermo-insulated bottle pockets
which keeps liquids warm or
cool for up to 4 hours. The bag is
designed to fit most laptops, and
comes with a padded changing
mat, detachable inner sak and
wipe clean linings throughout.

The Aubrey is our new messenger bag made from
water resistant cotton canvas with a waterproof
contrast print at the base. It comes with an adjustable
shoulder strap, two large external pockets and multi
inner storage pockets. It features a thermo-insulated
bottle holder which keeps liquids warm or cool for up
to 4 hours, padded changing mat, detachable inner
sak and wipe clean linings throughout. The bag is also
designed to hold most laptops.

Material Canvas & PVC
Size H39 W30 D11 (cm)

Colour BLACK / BLACK, KHAKI / CHOCOLATE (Top to Bottom)

AUBREY

Colour
Black Patent
Graphite
Stork Print Red
(Left to Right)

Material PU, Nylon, Semi PU
Size H23 W9 D9 (cm)

Our insulated single
bottle holders now
come in three new
colours - Graphite,
Black Patent and
our new Red Stork
Print. Made from a
high quality materials,
they have a thermoinsulated lining and
handy strap which
attaches to a stroller perfect for quick trips
or to accompany your
Storksak bag!

AUBREY
SINGLE BOTTLE
HOLDER

Colour
Black Patent
Graphite
Stork Print Red
(Left to Right)

Material PU, Nylon, Semi PU
Size H20 W22 D9 (cm)

Material Webbing
Size H10 W4 D0.5 (cm)

Hardwearing Strollerclips for attaching your Storksak
to your stroller. High quality velcro attached round
your stroller and a sturdy clip attaches your Storksak
securely, allowing you easy access to your bag.
*Full instructions are included with the strollerclips.
These clips work on all styles, except the Gigi style.

AUBREY
STROLLERCLIPS

Our insulated double
bottle holders now
come in three new
colours - Graphite,
Black Patent and our
new Red Stork Print.
Made from high quality
materials, they have a
thermo-insulated lining
and handy strap which
attaches to a stroller perfect for two bottles
or a food bag.

AUBREY
DOUBLE BOTTLE
HOLDER

INTERIORS

Introducing our
NEW STORKSAK LINING
Features of storksak bags:
1. Padded changing mat
2. Wipe clean lining
3. Thermo-insulated bottle holders
(or built in thermo-insulated pockets)
4. Zip pocket
5. Multi-inner elasticated pockets
6. Large storage pockets
7. Detachable inner bag (on certain styles)
8. Pop-out insulated bottle pocket
(on certain styles)
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Please look at X-rays to see specific features
of individual bags.
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X-RAYS
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CLAIRE

SUZI

GIGI
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AUBREY

UK

AUSTRALIA

HEAD OFFICE

Minskat PTY Ltd.

Studio 13, Spectrum
House, 32-34 Gordon
House Road, London,
NW5 1LP
T +44 (0) 207 284 2252
www.storksak.co.uk

Suite 4A, Royal Arcade
401-404 New South Head
Road, Double Bay NSW
2028
T 02 9328 1700
www.minskat.com.au

HUNGARY

IRELAND

JAPAN

Baby & Co.

Baby Bedibie Ltd.

G Clue Co Ltd.

Caketown
Kells Co Meath, Ireland
T +353 (0)14 294 318
E cyrilkealy@eircom.net

C-204
175-1 Higashikibogaoka,
Asahi-ku, Yokohama-shi,
Kanagawa-ken,
Japan 241 0826
T 00 8190-5403-6600
*Attn Mr Kurosawa

NETHERLANDS

POLAND

SCANDINAVIA

Ilco Nijhof Agenturen

Netranova.PL

Mamatoola Agency

Amsivarilaan 27,
7312 HS Apeldoorn
T +31 (0)55 3561153
M 0031 6138 265 76
www.ilconijhof.nl

40-084 Kotowice ul.
Opolska 22 lok. 209 A
T +48 795 533 805
www.netranova.pl
www.storksak.pl

Skrænten 7
DK – 3060 Espergærde
T +45 40 61 05 04
www.storksak.dk

SOUTH AFRICA

SPAIN

USA

Babyfirst

Independent Marketing S.L

Conception Showroom

PO box 1598,
Sunninghill 2157,
Johanesburg
T +27 (0)21 671 1269
www.babyfirst.org.za

C/Santo Tomas, 8
Poligono La Leala,
ES 29631 Arroyo de le Miel,
Malaga, Spain
E info@infobebe.es

California Market Center
110 E. 9th Street,
Suite A635
Los Angeles, CA 90079
T 213.614.9633
www.storksak.com

Martonhegvi ut 20E,
1121 Budapest,
Hungary
T 0036 209 228 767
www.baby.hu

FRANCE

GERMANY / AUSTRIA

storksak
Agence Commerciale
Future Maman

6 Rue Herschel,
75006 Paris, France
T +33 (0) 1 53 80 07 85
www.bettinahenry.com

Agentur Für Kindermoden
Bettina Ramin
MTC Haus 3 Raum 226,
Taunusstr. 45
Str. 45, 80807 Muchen
T +49 (0)89/ 358 99 451
www.bettina-ramin.de

JAPAN Department stores
Inujirushi Co Ltd.
Inujirushi Co Ltd 2-4-16,
Amaminishi,
Matsubara-shi,
Osaka, Japan 580-0034
T 00 8172-311-1613
*Attn Mr Ikeda

SINGAPORE
(Malaysia & Indonesia)
Bloom & Grow Ltd.
10 Jalan Besar,
12-09 Sim Lim Tower,
Singapore, 208787
T +65 6392 5675
www.bloomandgrowasia.com

To order samples or to
get press shots, please
contact:
Claire Norrish PR on
+44 (0) 7866 800900
claire@clairenorrish.com

or contact
info@storksak.co.uk

